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INGOemployment issues
We know from our work with International
NGOs (INGOs) across the globe that ensuring
compliance with the ever changing regulatory
requirements regarding employment issues
– especially in relation to expatriate workers –
remains a constant challenge for the sector.
In our ﬁrst edition of our new INGO newsletter, we
have included three articles from our employment
tax experts in the UK, US and South Africa in which
they discuss speciﬁc issues which INGOs are
currently facing and which you may wish to consider.
We have employment tax experts across the
globe who would be happy to discuss any issues
you may have and we have provided their contact

The view from the UK…
considering auto enrolment
One area in which we are receiving
regular questions from our INGO clients
is in relation to auto-enrolment, and more
speciﬁcally, how that relates to international
employees. Though seemingly simple on the
surface, there are many areas of confusion.

details at the end of this newsletter. Please do not
hesitate to contact them with any questions you
may have.
Our future editions of
INGO News will consider
other key issues INGOs
are facing with our
international ofﬁces
offering their insights
into how they are
supporting organisations
like yourselves.

There are a number of misconceptions when it comes
to auto enrolment for employers with international
workforces including those who:
• are not on UK payroll
• are overseas
• are not employees
A further ‘urban fact’ is that you can just use an existing
pension scheme. Many providers are unable to accept those
working overseas – and some will be unwilling to even
accept those auto enrolled in the UK.

The view from the UK cont…
Whether an individual falls within the scope of auto enrolment is very much dependant on the specific circumstances, but
it is possible that the following may need to be included:
• Employee seconded overseas, paid, payrolled and taxed locally
• Foreign national who performs most of their work outside the UK
• Contractor working overseas
• Individuals hired via an agency
The rules (such as they are) may not be straightforward and will be developed in time. Ignorance is unlikely to be a
valid excuse and a well thought out and reasoned process for assessing who is to be included is essential. Many employers
are leaving this very late – if indeed they do so at all. As well as there being significant fines for non-compliance, it is
possible that employers will need to put the individual into the position they would have been – not easy for those based
overseas who may not even be employees.
We have worked with a number of UK organisations facing these issues and are aware that preparation and planning
is essential.

The view from the US…
non US NGOs employing
staff in the US:
The US continues to see a number of non
US registered NGOs wishing to establish a
presence in the country. Very often these
organisations start their operations by
seconding overseas staff to the US.

However, such organisations need to ensure that they
comply with the full range of federal and state specific
employment regulations. For example, the organisation
may be liable to withhold or pay the following types
of taxes from all of their employees working within the
United States: income (both federal and state), FICA
(which includes federal government programs such as
Social Security and Medicare), federal unemployment and
state unemployment. Federal income taxes are generally
withheld at a 30% rate for non-residents.
Additional considerations which have an impact on the
tax treatment and requirements for NGO staff working
in the US include whether an employee is a resident alien
or a non-resident alien and this is usually determined by
a ‘substantial presence’ test which looks to the number
of days within a period the individual was in the United
States. Also there are special rules depending on an
employee’s visa status or whether a tax treaty is in effect
between the foreign employee’s home country and the
United States.

For NGOs in this situation, consideration should be
given to obtaining Section 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status
from the Internal Revenue Service. Under this registration
the organisation would become exempt from having to
pay or withhold federal unemployment taxes. Also, for
state unemployment purposes, these organizations can
report state unemployment tax on a ‘reimbursable basis’
for actual benefits paid instead of quarterly tax payments.
A final thought from the US… Just as within the UK,
a big issue within the United States is the classification
of whether a person is an ‘independent contractor’ or
‘employee’. An organisation must be careful to make sure
what they consider to be an independent contractor is
not an employee so as to ensure that they are not creating
unexpected tax liabilities for the organisation as a result of
their mistreatment of these individuals.

The view from South
Africa… don’t get caught
out on seconded staff
A number of NGOs second expatriates to their
South Africa operations. Generally such staff
will liable for tax from the commencement
of their employment here, unless they will
be in the country for less than 183 days in
a twelve month period and the cost of their
employment is not bourne in South Africa.
If the expatriate becomes liable for tax he/she will have
to register as a taxpayer with the South African Revenue
Services (‘SARS’) and file an annual tax return in respect of
each tax year ending on the last day of February.
Furthermore the NGO employing the expatriate may
be liable to register with the SARS as an employer. Payas-you-earn is withheld from the expatriate’s salary and

payable to the SARS on a monthly basis. If, however, the
employer has no withholding obligation in South Africa,
the expatriate may have to register as a provisional taxpayer,
which is a mechanism for settling his/her liability on a biannual basis.
The most notable planning opportunities available for
charities and their expatriate employees in South Africa are:
• NGO’s may qualify as a tax exempt Public Benefit
Organisation if certain conditions are met.
• Tax relief is provided to expatriates in the form of tax free
accommodation provided by an employer for a period of
up to two years from the date the expatriate first arrives in
South Africa.
• A travel allowance is not taxable to the extent that it relates
to business travel, however the employee is required to
keep a log book recording details of his/her business
mileage in order to obtain the benefit.
• A tax free subsistence allowance can be paid provided the
employee is away from his/her normal place of residence
• The payment of certain retirement fund contributions by
the employer.
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